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caused the sofa 




bursting into flames. 








A burning sofa is being blamed
 
dent 
staff  writer 
s o 
Daily 






San Fernando streets home -








house that left 
one  SJSU student dead 
and two others 
injured.  
the house at the time of the fire. 
The dead woman was identified 
Investigators 
are  still trying to 
as 
Lori  Jean Potter, 22, of Burling -
determine if a 
burning cigarette ame, a business marketing major 
By Christine 
F'rankendal  
Daily staff writer 
The 13 Alpha Tau Omega 
frater-
nity brothers who became homeless
 
after  the fire 
Sunday  morning 
will 
stay at the Sigma
 Nu house for the 



















 Nu fraternity 
house  is 
located at 155 So. 
11th
 St., one block 
from the fire -gutted ATO house. 
Anderson said four to five ATO 
men moved
 in Sunday night and the 
rest on Monday
 morning. Most of 
them had gone 
home
 to their parents' 
houses after the fire, he said. 
There are
 35 men living in the 
Sigma Nu house, but















there was enough 
room
 to accommo-




 some shuffling 
around  and 
inconvenience
 in the be-
ginning,"  he said, "but 
we are 
looking forward
 to it, actually. We al-
ways got along very 
well and this will 
be
 a new experience for 
us. We are 
happy to help out." 
The rooms in the Sigma
 Nu house 
were  built for two 





 have to share.
 They will 
be the 
ones  to 
accommodate
 the ATO 
brothers. 













 who has 
been  living in 
the 
house the 
longest  time, 
four  years, 
said  he will also 
share his room. 
Anderson
 said 
the  Sigma 
Nu
 














have  the room 
to house 
all  the 13 
ATO
 residents












































































 at San Jose 
Hos-
pital 







 for the 
coroner's  
office  said she 




 men were 
Kevin 




Fredrickson  Daily staff 
photographer  
Alpha Tau Omega 
house  was gutted 
by 







 Two ATO members jumped SJSU
 
student,  Lori 
Potter,
 died




protest  bond 
sales  
By J. G. 
Griswold  
to Theodore.















dean of Social 
Sciences,  after Norton 
school
 deans to send her a list of 
those  








department  to choose who wanted 












act as a bond salesman. 
salesmen. She encouraged the 
deans  
drive








was signed by Robert
 to find enough 
salesmen  for roughly 











Kilgore, Nadine Wil- every 20 
people. 










Devayani  The drive 
will  begin this week 










brochures being mailed 
to all 




Darrah and Alan 
Le- SJSU 
employees.  Salesmen 
will 








begin making contacts next week. 







 is the first
 time that 
the "We, as a group, therefore 
acti- 









CSU  is 
involved  
in an 










 to sell 
savings bonds,"
 said Ed- marketing of 
savings bonds,"
 the 









assistant  vice memo 
stated.
 "There are clearly
 bet- 
memo
 will affect the
 

























 I might add, more attractive in- 











vestments for us as 
individuals."  
other real 











chair  rep- 
"We read the memo
 individu- 
paign as far












education on the 
ally,"



































pus to give strong 
support
 to the cam-
 directions
 that can be offered 
from  ring income 
tax 








 to a Feb. 6 memo 
our  
leadership
 in this 
country  in spent for 
bonds,  












and  we added 
that  
the













 this is a way of 
demon- 
is about 10 
percent
 . 
Mercado, 21, of San Jose. Jundt was 
treated and released from Kaiser 
Permanente Hospital in Santa Clara 
for treatment of second-degree burns 
to his hand and foot and for smoke in-
halation. Mercado was treated and 
released for smoke inhalation at San 
Jose Hospital. 
"I've been here for 24 years and! 
can't recall anything like this," said 
Capt. Gerry Hubbard of the San Jose 
Fire Department. 
Hubbard said damage to the 
fra-
ternity house is estimated at 960,000. 
"There were three persons 
trapped on the top floor  two male 
members 
of
 the fraternity and Lori 
Potter," Hubbard said. 
The  two men 
jumped from a window overlooking a 
porch ledge on the 
east
 side of the 
house. Hubbard
 said the men were 
apparently 
unable  to convince Potter 
to jump. 
Hubbard said she was 
seen at the 
window and apparently 
went back 
into the room 
looking
 for another 
exit. 
Two members of the 
fraternity 
tried to pick up the couch in 
the living 
room and when they 
did,
 it burst into 
flames, he said. 
Hubbard's accounts differ from 




who  also was in 
Beasley
 said she was 












his door to awaken him. 
"When
 I opened the door I saw 
nothing  but black," Graybill said. 
Graybill said he thought
 Acam-
pora 
was  the first to wake up and 
tried to 
alert  the other members of 
the house. 
Graybill  said that he had 
arrived back at the
 house around 
midnight. 
SJSU Public Information Man-
ager Richard Staley said that to 
the 
best








to sit down tomor-
row and
 examine what happened 
to 




 time the safety and 
lives of the students and faculty 
are 
concerned, we have to 
see what, in 
our control, 
we
 can do to change it." 
Staley said 
that
 the fraternity is 
private property 
and  the university is 
limited in what
 it can do. He said the 
university has 
not regulated the fra-
ternities 
since  the 1960s. 
SJSU President Gail Fullerton 
commented 
yesterday
 on the fire. 
an upstairs room with
 fraternity 
"I believe we do need to look at a 
member Steve Acampora and an un- 
fire plan and a higher degree of fire 
identified 
resident,  said that she  
drill 
practice,"  Fulerton said. 
heard the smoke alarm 
and "had a 
bad taste in her mouth." 
Beasley  said 
she realized 




 said she woke up Acam- 
Fullerton said she will write to 
pora 
and they went downstairs, find- 
the city 
fire  department 
requesting  
ing a sofa 
near the front door on fire, 
them





 that she tried to wake up the 
ensure that other off
-campus  facili-
other people in the house while 
ties are fire safe. 
Acampora went over to the sofa. 
Beasley said Acampora 
at-  
Don 
Ryan,  a past adviser to the 
tempted to pick
 up the sofa 
but  
real-  
Inter -Fraternity Council, said the 
ized that it 




 to inspect the 
door.




sororities for saftey. 
from 
the  fire was 
everywhere."  He said 
ATO had been inspected.
 
Beasley said 
flames  had spread to 
the wall near the door and 
adjacent  to 
the staircase. 
"If there had not been an operat-
ing smoke alarm it could have been 
more serious," she said. 
Daily staff writers J. G. Griswold 
and Beth Johnson




tonight for Lori 
Potter
 
A rosary will 
be
 held at graduate
 of Mills High School 
in 
Crosby
-Gray Funeral Home 
in Burlingame. She became
 a mem-
Burlingame  at 7:30 p.m. tonight
 ber of Delta Gamma 
sorority  in 
for Lori Jean Potter. The 
family
 spring 1981. 
requests that flower donations be 
She is survived by 
her  par -
made at that time. A funeral 
mass ents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer F. Pot -
will be held 
Wednesday at 10 a.m. ter, and two brothers also from 
at Our Lady of Angel Church in Burlingame. Monetary donations 
Burlingame. 
in 
Potter's  name can be made to 
Potter was born in 
San Fran- the Leukemia Society of America, 
cisco on June 26, 1962. She was a 

















Tau  Omega 
President  
Dwayne
 Graybill said 
university  offi-
cials 
have  been helpful
 in aiding the 
fraternity
 after the
 fire Sunday 
morning that 
destroyed  the ATO resi-
dence.
 
About 9 a.m. 
Sunday,  five hours 
after the fire, 
breakfast
 was served 
in the Dining 
Commons
 to the frater-
nity brothers, 
alumni
 and Delta 
Gamma  sorority 
members.  
"They wanted us to 
get  away 
from the




Afterwards all members who 
had 
been in the house during the fire went 
through a physical check-up at the 
Health Center and met with 
school 
counselors to talk about the 
different 







was  told to "take 
it easy" for a 
few  
days  and that 
notes  were written
 to 
teachers  
explaining  the 
situation.  
Kathleen Wall, 
director  of Coun-
seling Services, 
said





there is a 
psychological
 effect on peo-
ple. She 
said every person 
reacts
 dif-
ferently and it can 
take











"It will take me a 
couple
 of days 
before I can sit down and read a 
chapter," 
said Graybill, a Business 
major. "But I plan to 
graduate
 in 
May and have to force myself to con-
tinue." 
He said about 
half  of what he had 
in his room was consumed 
or melted 
by 
the fire. Everything that
 he kept in 
folders
 was destroyed and 
his text-
books were 




rooms  all the 
clothes  
were burned 
up, while in other rooms
 
clothes  were






survived  the fire were
 taken to 
the
 dry cleaner's yesterday,
 he said. 
The 




 He added 
that
 ATO members 
who did not live 
in the house had 
kept  textbooks by 
the mailing 
box areas, 





than 8800 had been spent
 on remodel-
ing 
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annoying  buzzer that 
relentlessly warns 
me to fasten my 
safety belt. 
When I drove
 the 1972 Ford 






 seat belt and 
chose  
to fasten it behind them
 to avoid the buzzer. 
I could 
have killed them. 
Today the 
buzzer  still 
won't
 go off until 
I buckle up. 
Even though 
it may be a 
pain  to listen to 
the buzz, it 
is 
worth buckling
 up to avoid the




is on the right
 track. The
 state imple-












 a safety 
belt are fined
 
850.  Too 
many  horror
 stories 
have  been 
told  about 
people 
who 
have  died 
because
 they did 













they  could have 
avoided  serious 
injury
 or even death.
 
A car salesman
 I know took 
two customers out
 for a 
test
 drive and asked
 them to fasten 




 said he didn't
 need it and 
when
 
he made a 
quick turn which
 sent the car 
over a hill, he 
was flung from
 the car. The 
other customer 
and the car 
salesman  were 
saved  by the 
safety




 only 10 percent
 of 
those who have safety 




 also noted that auto
 deaths could be cut
 in half if 
everyone 
wore seat belts. 
An 
article  about combating





















 report that 
noted  seat belt 
usage 
increased
 from 21 percent
 to 61 percent
 with the 
passage
 
of the law. 
However, NHTSA 
also reported 
that deaths went 
down
 between 3.5 and
 24 percent in 
different  areas. Con-
sumer
 Reports said the
 fall in auto deaths
 in Canada is in-
significant
 because those 
who  are more 
inclined
 to get in 
accidents 
don't  obey the seat 
belt
 law. While any cut
 in the 
highway death
 rate is worth 
noting,  either more 
people 
have to be 
encouraged
 to wear seat 
belts  or air bags will 





 Secretary Elizabeth 
Dole an-
nounced
 the federal ruling 
requiring
 states making up 
two-thirds of 
the United States' 
population  to enact man-
datory seat belt laws
 with fines for front -seat 
passengers. 
Otherwise, in five years, 
all cars manufactured must con-
tain automatic 
protection, such as air 
bags
 that inflate on 
impact or harnesses which
 passengers must step into be-
fore closing 
the car door. 
While air bags 
would saves the lives of those 
foolish 
enough to drive without 
wearing safety belts, 
mandatory
 
seat  belt laws are needed 
now  to remind drivers to 
buckle  
up. 
Air bags would save 




 will reduce deaths in 
today's automobiles. 
U.S. News and World 
Report  said experts claim 2,000 
to 4,500
 lives could be saved
 each year if states 
with two-
thirds 
the  population enacted 
mandatory seat belt 
laws.  
The  latest invention to 
get  drivers and 
passengers
 to 
buckle up is to 
make seat belts attach 
to the car door so 
you have to step into 
them in order to sit in the
 car. How-
ever, they are cumbersome
 and also detachable, 
making 
it 
easy for people not
 to wear them. 
Every state except
 Alaska, Texas, Louisiana
 and 
Wyoming
 have child safety 
seat
 laws. Parents go 
to great 
lengths to 
strap  their children in 
child safety car 
seats,
 
why can't all of 
us go that extra step 
and fasten our own 
seat 
belts?  
Some of us 
may  believe that we 
are the best drivers,
 
but 
what about the other 
drivers  on the road? 
It is 
impossible to believe 
that
 everyone will buckle 
up,  but we can each 
start with ourselves 
and take the re-
sponsibility
 of protecting























number  16 in 
population




 cities, it 
is
 the only 
one  with 
over
 half a 
million 
population  that 
has






can a city 
draw  any 
major  
attractions
 without a 
major facility
 to handle 
them?  
San Francisco has the
 Cow Palace and Candlestick
 
Park as well as numerous smaller facilities.
 Oakland has 
the Oakland/Alameda County Coliseum and Arena. San 
Jose has Spartan Stadium
 and little else. It is a shame and 
an
 embarrassment that this city, our 
city,  has no facility 
that can 
accommodate  at least 29,000 people at a time. 
Bob








 team, said recently he would consider moving his 
team to the South Bay. The Giants 
in San Jose? It may 
sound a bit ridiculous 
right  now but the possibility could 
exist if Santa Clara 
County
 could build a stadium. 
Community  leaders such 
as
 San Jose Mayor Tom 
McEnery, 
and Ted Biagini, 
co-chairman  of the 
city's 
Sports 
Facility Task Force, 
agree  that San Jose needs
 a 
stadium 
and/or  arena and 
they
 have already 
suggested  
sites for 





 area or an area 
along Highway 237 
between 
Highways  101 and 680 have all been mentioned as possibil-
ites. Any area that
 is feasible would be fine, just as along 
as it was somewhere in Santa Clara 
County.  
A new Silicon Valley museum, a new convention cen-
ter, a revitalized downtown and a completed freeway  
all these things help to make San Jose attractive 
and  ac-
cessible. San Jose's time has come to stop being a shadow 
in the light of "The City." A stadium or arena would give 
San Jose the impetus to bring major 
events  to the South 
Bay. 
Money,  of course, will be a problem. But, the city's re-
development agency has already set aside 
$20 million to 
help finance the construction of a facility. The Sports 
Task Force, headed by McEnery and Biagini, has spent a 
year studying the possibility of building a sports arena in 
San Jose. Anyway, if a 
city can afford to lose $60 million in 
bad financial deals, 
then  it can afford to spend at least 
that much for something 
tangible people could enjoy and 
use fora long time to come. 
How many 
people  travel to San Francisco to see 
major events or 
musicians?  If a poll were to be taken 
after a concert or any 
other  major event, most likely a 
high percentage of people polled would be 
from the  South 
Bay. 
Highway  17 is always stop and go after a 
concert.
 It 
gets tiring always having to travel an hour or so for some 
entertainment. 
Whether Lurie is serious or not about moving the Gi-
ants to the South Bay, Santa 
Clara  County needs a place 
that can house 
thousands
 of people at one time. Atten-
dence at the
 Center for the Preforming Arts 
and rallies 
such
 as the Reagan visit as 
DeAnza
 College in Cupertino 
last year 
prove it. 
Think of the 
possibilties:  A national party convention. 
The San 
Jose Giants. Springsteen 
rocks  San Jose. With 
San 
Jose's  population, with the 
money  in this valley and 
with 
people's
 enthusiasm, a 
stadium  and sports 
and  en-
tertainment 
arena could be 
built.  Let's not wait 
for San 
Francisco 
Mayor  Dianne 
Feinstein  to put a 
roof
 over the 
'Stick' and over 
our heads. San 












Like I was s0000 psyched 
to see that great, awesome, 
totally cool stereotypical comic
 strip (Isaac Newt) in 
Thursday's edition of the Daily! Like 
wow! It was s0000 
true!  
I mean, like all fraternities at SJSU ever do is like 
hang out and like check
 out girls  for little sister rush! 
And, oh my gawd! There are n0000 leaders
 like several 
members of the Associate Students Board of Directors) in 
the Greek system! We just party at "Theta Beta Bud-
weiser" every night and get our hair done at totally bit -
chin' salons! 
And we're like s0000 phony. We never do anything
 for 
our philanthropies! Like, I mean, we just raise money for 
organizations such as the American Heart Association, 
the Life Experience Foundation and Toys for Tots in be-
tween little sister rush parties 
and plastic surgery. No 
way! 
Thanks again for the great 
publicity   you're way 
cool! Oh my gawd! I'm 
late
 for my fingernail appoint-
ment! Ciao! 
Mary Bostic 










have  just 
spent  the 
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 from each 





 will never 
be as useful



















Would  you 
please
 inform 




The  right to 
life,
 liberty and
 the pursuit 
of an educa-
tion 
does  not 
give





 at the 
expense
 of your 
fellow students












































 time you 
want to look
 up 
some  vitally 
important 
information






































































ered to the 
Daily,  upstairs in 




 floor of the 
Student 
Union. The
 Spartan Daily re-
serves  the  right to 
edit
 let-


















Skirting the issue 
IT'S
 SATURDAY NIGHT. You and your main 
squeeze are getting ready for a night out 
on
 the 
town. She sits on the sofa, dressed to maim, 
while you hover indecisively in front of the closet 
Minutes later,
 the decision made, you enter 
the living room










 can. Her left eyebrow arches slightly in a 
Spock-like gesture of wonder. 
"Oh honey, not the 
blue skirt. You wore that 
the last time
 we went to De 
Vera's  party  
remember?"  
I suppose it was 
only  a matter of time before 
advocates  of fashion
 androgyny hit 
on
 the idea of 
promoting 
skirts  for men. Anyone
 worth his kilt 
should 
have
 been able 
to see this 
one  sashaying 
down the




 Tuesday, the 
fashion  section 
of
















































must  be 
grateful 
for this












































































































































 Will men 
now 
be 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































are  not 
strong 









































This  year 
there  was 
only  cookies 
and 












 who gave 
blood  
established 
a "credit" with 
the 
blood 
bank.  This credit




 or the 
donor could hold 





someone  gives blood, he 
can request
 that a certain person, 
who is receiving
 blood now, be 
given that 
amount  of blood without 
charge. 
Donors  can also choose to 
save
 this credit until another time 
when they 
or someone they know
 
needs blood. Then the fee for the 
blood is waived or the money 
is re-
funded. 
Many people chose to put their 
Patrick
 Fredrickson
  Daily 
staff photographer 
Mike 
Lynch and Katie Pagnucci, juniors, were among
 477 
people  
a record number  who donated blood
 last week, 
credit toward Jason Osgood, a 4 -
year -old Fresno boy who suffers 
from leukemia.
 The treatment he is 





Marvin  "Shannon" 
Maloney, a friend of the 
Osgood  
family, persuaded several officers 
and cadets to donate blood in the 
boy's 
name. 
Bingham said that this is the 
first time a particular need for 
blood 

















helped  the  
blood drive 
because 
people  were 
responding






 the drive IS 












-Cell  subset 
test
















Laws protecting the 
disabled 
apply  most often to 
employers  and 
corporations
 that have government 
contracts or receive federal 
or
 state 
aid, said Nick 
Lanza, legal adviser 
for 
the  disabled, to SJSU students 
Friday. 
Lanza was one of two who spoke 
about "Disability and the Law" pre-
sented by the Disabled Students As-




and the disabled were discussed by 
Alaine 
R. Parry, staff attorney for 
Disability Housing Law Center in San 
Jose. 
"There is a 
real  fine line between 
affirmative action and equal
 opportu-
nity," Lanza said. 
While  the law may 
require a federal or state agency
 to 
hire interpreters for 
disabled  job ap-
plicants,  he said it would be difficult 
for a disabled person to get a job in a 
private sector
 firm after insisting on 
an interpreter 
during the interview. 
"A disabled person has to 
make 
choices. 
Either  he or she must fight 
for rights to an 
interpreter
 at the risk 
of not getting hired, 
or
 provide (his or 
her) own interpreter and
 possibly not 
get the job," he said. 
Lanza
 said recent 
publications  




as those that will not 
alter  a program 
or cause a financial 
burden. That 
meaning has allowed 
a lot of room for 
employers not 
to hire disabled em-
ployees, he said. 
"A lot of disabled groups 
keep 
cases away for the 
federal
 courts," 
he said. "If the 
program  is not 
clearly earmarked as a 
federally  or 
Robotics  club plans to build new mechanical 
arm
 
By Marcos Breton 
Daily staff writer 
The 




club,  which won an 
WOO 
first prize at the
 Engineering 
Open 
House,  has begun 
planning  for 
the building of a robotic arm 
which 
will cost in the area of $25,000. 
The arm will differ 
from  the ro-
botic arm
 they used to win 
the open 
house  in that they will build 
it them-
selves instead of having it donated. 
"We are going 
to get away from 
what most 
people do here in 
the 
United States 
and build an arm. 
Usually 
people
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Japan,  so this 









 the parts 
for
 the arm will cost 
around  $10,000. 
RAM 
also
 hopes to get
 a computer 
which 




which  controls 
the
 motion 
of the arm. A 




"Those  are really
 rough figures 
and we don't
 know if we will be 
able 
to get a computer.
 The computer and 
the controller
 will be donated 
and we 
will have to 
be
 exactly sure as to 
what parts we 
need for the arm be-
fore we go to 
industry and ask for 
those," 
Farquhar  said. 
He
 said that the club will 
begin  
meeting
 and forming a plan
 for the 
arm. 
After deciding what 
they  need 
he will go to industry for donations. 
Along 
with the donations RAM 
has gotten a $685 
allocation  from As-
sociated  Students. 
"The 
$685
 will be used 
to
 fill in 
the cracks 
like  getting a mill tool or 
something simple
 like wire," Farqu-
har said. "The reason
 we went before 
the A.S 
board is because
 we needed 
cash to 
get  things for the 
project
 and 




 will donate parts
 because 
its got their 
name on it." RAM 
also  
was allocated $315 
for two seminars 
in *hich they 
will  have speakers 
from industry 
make  presentations 
on 
the progression






 the  A.S 
Budget  Com-
mittee 
to fund five 





 They were 
allo-
cated $3315




for  the arm. 
"We 
had  requested 
money for 
five seminars
 but sive we 
will
 do two 
we have to 
decide  who we are 
going 
to have," 
Farquhar  said. 
He said 
that
 the money 
will be 
used to pay for 











After contesting the committee's 
decision with the A.S Board, RAM 




A condition on the allocation is 
that 
RAM hold two seminars to show 
the  A.S and the school
 how they are 
progressing  on the 
project
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Household goods and personal effects. Shipping world 
wide with consolidations 
to: Egypt, Greece, India, 
Israel,
 Kenya, Nigeria, Pakistan, Spain, 








carry  a 
variety 
of
 220 volt, 
50
 cycle appliances, 
TVs,
 VCRs & Stereos for use overseas. 
Also  available: 
multiple
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whose  programs are 
clearly funded 
by the 
state  or federal 
government, 
have not found 
friendly courts, he 
said. 
Disabled people also face
 inade-
quate 




tices and failure 
of
 public services to 
provide needs like Braille
 and elec-
tronic hearing systems in public 
phones, 
Lanza  said. 
If discriminated against,
 Lanza 
suggests disabled students should: It 
try and resolve the problem infor-
mally, 2) seek 
advice,  3) file a formal 
complaint  with the violator, 4) file a 
complaint with the proper local 
agency, 5) file a complaint with the 
proper federal agency and 6) go to 
court. 
Parry said that at the Disability 
Housing Law Center, "we help dis-
abled 
people who are discriminated 
against
 in housing." The center 
serves
 people who don't qualify for 
legal aid, but can't afford an expen-
sive lawyer, she said. 
"The best way to establish a 
strong case against anyone that is 
discriminating is to keep notes and 
records. A letter is better than a 
call," she said.
 When the problem 
arises it's best to try solving it on a 
one-to-one basis, she said. 
The housing laws



















 a disabled 
ten-
ant 






 she said. 
While 
private
 landlords are not
 
required  to 
accommodate,  they can 
not 
refuse rental or 





as the need 
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 Family Community Clinic I 
696
 East 
Santa  Clara 
St. 




Jose, CA 95112 














confidential  and 
professional
 care includes: 
Comprehensive  health care 
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they want to 
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 of set-
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ising  small businesses
 and 
establishing 




 at the secondary 
level.
 
The number of thbs 
to do is near-
ly as great
 as the number 
of volunteers 
who  hase sersed 
since
 1961: Nearly 
90,000. More 





the Deal 3-12 
months  in Africa.
 Asia. 
Latin America,
 and the 
Pacific.  
Our representatives
 will be pleased 
I,,
 discuss the 
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 in Public Health & 
Industrial
 Arts. All Majors 































controls  the tip 
starting the 
second overtime
 of Satuday's win 
By 
Scott  Viga lion 





game said it all. 
SJSU 
players
 leaped all 
over  
each
 other, hugged 

















 the court 






 high fives, low
 fives and me-
dium fives
 to anyone not




 was missing 
was the 
champagne 
and  the song, 
"Cele-
bration."  
What  was the 
cause  for this 
jubi-
lation, and 
why was SJSU coach
 Bill 
Berry sporting
 a smile as 
wide  as the 
distance  from 
baseline  to 
baseline?
 
You  see, the 






 upset of second
-place 
Fresno State on 
Saturday






of 2,476 cheered 
non-stop as 
SJSU closed 
out its regular season
 by 
defeating 
the Bulldogs for the 
first 
time 
in  11 meetings since 1981. 
The victory didn't make 
up for 
those 






Michael  Dixon, 
who scored 12 
points, dished out a 
season -high 10 
assists  and hit four of 
four from 
the free throw line in his 
final game at the Civic: 
"It's the first time I've ever 
beaten them in 
my career. It's 
a 
great feeling." 
Center  Matt 
Fleming,
 who 
scored 11 points 
in his last home 
game, but more 
importantly,  held 
Fresno forward Scott 
Barnes to just 
three of 10 
shooting:
 
"It feels great. 
There's
 no other 
feeling." 
Forward Stony Evans, who tal-
lied 17 points, eight rebounds and pro-
vided some clutch free-throw shoot-
ing: 
"This was 
our  best game of the 
year so far." 
Coach Berry, who has guided his 
young team to a 10-8 finish in the 
PCAA and a 15-12 record overall, 
went  further: 
"It might have been the best 
game since I've been here." 
It was that kind of ballgame. 
But as the 
contest  began, it 
looked like the Bulldogs
 were easily 
on their way
 to their eighth 
straight 
win and 13th in 




jumped  out to a 
16-6 lead early









points to close 
within  16-14. Ontario 
Johnson assisted
 on the first 
three  
baskets, which 
included  an alley-oop 
dunk by Reggie 
Owens.  Owens culmi-
nated the spurt 
with  a flying left,-
handed 
slam off a fast
 break. 




 Ward Farris hit
 
baseline jumpers 
from each side of 










2:13  left in the 
first  half. 
FSU 
center  Fred 
Emerson's
 two 
foul  shots 






was  up by 








In recognition of 
national  
Foreign Language Week, the department of 
Foreign Language 
invites
 all students 
and members of the campus
 community 
to visit classes on 
March 0 and 7. 
Inquire  at 
Sweeney
 Hall 219 
Drop
 in reception: Wednesday,
 March 0. 
9 a m to 1 p.m.











You can work 
6 hours 
or you can work 
40 hours







































began  the second
 half as if 
it was the











 faces as 
red  as their 
uniforms. 
 
The Spartans scored 
the first 11 
points of the half 
to build a 39-24 ad-





 got on the board
 after 
nearly six 
minutes  when 
Barnes  
banked in a 
turnaround,  10-foot 
jumper.  Farris 
countered
 with two 
free throws, making it 41-26. 
But the fun stopped there. 
Fresno unleashed a 22-7 barrage, 
including three straight 3 -point shots, 
to 
catch  SJSU at 48-48 with 5:01 re-
maining in 
regulation. 
The score was tied at 55-55 when 
the 
Spartans'  George Puou was 
fouled 
attempting a jumper. His 
jumper fell well short, but FSU cen-
ter Jos Kuipers, out of fustration, 
slapped the ball 
against the back-
board, drawing a technical foul. 
Puou 
sank 

















missed  the front end of a 
one -and -one at  0:26, setting up Brian 
Salone's clutch, driving bucket to 
tie 
the score with 11 seconds left. 
SJSU could 
have won in regula-
tion, but Puou's 3 -pointer at the 
buzzer was off the mark,
 sending the 
game into 
overtime.  








 Term Papers 
 Agreements 
Ask about our























tans led 72-69 on Dixon's two foul 
shots 
at 0:28 before the shot of the 
game
  maybe of the year. 
Needing  a 3 -pointer to tie,
 Kuip-
ers  missed 
from











 the 3 -
point line at the
 left baseline, turned 
and 
fired  in a shot as 
time  expired. 
The 
Fresno  fans
  the 
Red  Wave 
 went delirious. 
Berry  was also impressed. "That 
was as tough a 
shot as I've ever seen 
go in," he said. 
The coach later 
added, "I thought
  damn, here we 
go again. And it was 
a good thing we 
had a three-point lead." 
In the second
 extra period, the 
Bulldogs scored first,
 but  SJSU 
reeled off nine 
straight  points, five by 
Puou, to lead 81-74 at 0:28. 
This 















Owens,  who 
finished  with 
16 points, 
canned
 a pair of 
foul
 shots and 
Dixon 
did  likewise 
to seal the 
win.  
"We  just 
didn't  give 
in,"  Berry 
said. 
Farris  led five SJSU
 players in 
double figures with 
19 points. Equally 
important, 
he fustrated Arnold early 
by 
stalking and talking to FSU's
 lead-
ing scorer. 




 go at it right here.' I knew 
right then
 I had him."
 
Kuipers led all 
scorers with 29 
points.
 
Dixon put the 
victory into per-
spective.  
"They try to 
come
 in here and 
take over. We just 
couldn't  let them 
do it to us 
again,"  he said. 
RESTAURANT
 










UNDER NEW OWNER 
Come to the HONG KONG Restaurant for the Best Chinese 
& Vietnamese food at the 
lowest  prices! 
 All you





Any 4 items $19 7 































Now that it's time 
to
 purchase your 
college ring, think about choosing 
the finest ai4K gold college ring 
from ArtCarved. 
Designed and handcrafted for last-
ing value, an ArtCarved 14K gold 
college ring is now more affordable 





 the style 
of your 
choice. Stop by to see the entire 
ArtCarved collection and custom 



























































visit  the Daily 
office in Room
 
208,  second floor
 of Dwight 




















 Union. For more
 information, 
contact Edward 
Gabel at 277-2858. 
   
SJSU




 8 tonight in the 
S.U. Alma-
den
 Room. The meeting will 
address 
the subject of the 
SJSU Collegiate 
Road Race. All 
members  should at-
tend. Contact 
Gregg Uyeda at 374-
0668 for more 
information. 
   
SJSU's Macintosh User's 
Group  
will hold a meeting 
7:30  tonight in the 
Costanoan
 Room of the S.U. For fur-




   
The B/PAA will be 
having  a re-
sume workshop 
6 p.m. tomorrow in 
the Almaden Room of the S.U. Bring 
a typed resume if possible
 for cri-
tique. 
Interested persons should con-
tact Michael Ritchie 371-1593. 
    
The Career Planning and Place-
ment Center will have a panel dis-
cussion on "Careers in Finance" at 2 
p.m. today in the S.U. Umunhum 
Room. Call Phil Laverty at 267-3146 
for more information. 
   
A.S. Leisure Sevices will hold a 
credit workshop 1 p.m. tomorrow in 
the S.U. Guadalupe Room. 
For  more 





   
A.S. Leisure Sevices 
will  hold a 
Palmistry 





Room.  Contact 
Brian Burke at 
277-2858 for more in-
formation.
 
   
SJSU's Archery Club will have a 
meeting -demonstration from 6 to 8 to-
night in the S.U. 
Pacheco  Room. Ev-
eryone 
welcome.  Interested students 
should 
call Natalie at 295-7619. 
   
Alpha 
Lambda
 Delta will be hold-
ing an informational 
meeting  1:30 
p.m. tomorrow in 
the Costanoan 
Room 
in the S.U. Call Debra at 277-
8481 for more information. 
   
Career Planning and Placement 
Center will hold "Effective
 Inter-
viewing for People 
with  Disabilities" 
at 2 p.m. today 
in the Costanoan 
Room in the S.U. 
Contact  Cheryl Al-
Imen at 
277-2272 for more informa-
tion. 
   
Faculty Affairs Committee/S-
chool of Applied Arts and Sciences
 
presents 
Faculty  Income Tax Advice 
at 4 p.m. tomorrow in Business Class-
room 002. The speaker will be 
Christopher Becnel, C.P.A., Depart-
ment 
of
 Accounting. Interested fac-
ulty members should contact Mi-
chael Rustigan at 277-2993 for more 
information.
 
   
The Department of Chemistry 
will  host a seminar by 
Mark
 P. D'E-
velyn from Stanford University 4 
p.m. tomorrow in Duncan
 Hall Room 
505. The topic will be "The 
Dynamics 
of the Dissociative Absorption 
of
 CO2 
on the (100) Face of 
Ni." 
   
The Committee for 
International
 
Students makes available conversa-
tional English tutoring for all inter-
national students every day this week 
from Ito 3 p.m. in the Adminisration 
Building  Room 222. Call Muriel An-
drews at 279-4575 for more informa-
tion. 
   
Campus Crusade for
 Christ will 
hold its regular `Tuesday 
Night  
Live" meeting from 7:15 to 8:30 p.m. 
in the A.S. Council Chambers. For 
more information, contact Dan 
Ka tches at 297-0785. 
   
The Campus Christian Center
 
will hold a Bible study, "The Drama 
of Joseph"
 12 to I p.m. today in the 
Montalvo
 Room in the S.U. Contact 
Natalie Shiras at 
298-0204  for more in-
formation. 
   
PRSSA will have
 a field trip  to 




 (meet by PRSSA board 9:20 a.m.) 
Sign-ups 
will
 be taken at PRSSA 
board. Space limited 
to 25 people. In-
terested students should call Kathy 
Thomas at 280-1416. 




will host a seminar from 11:30
 a.m. to 
12:30 
p.m. in Duncan Hall Room 
615 
Lynn Baker will speak on 
"an evalua-
tion of screening models 
for  acces-
sing toxic air 
pollution





   
The Society for the 
Advancement  
of Management will host Harvey 
Schmitt, planning systems and ad-
ministration manager at Intel, to 
speak on "Corporate Planning." In-
terested 
students
 should go to Busi-
ness Classroom 
208  for more infor-
mation. 
/r17EN 




MORE I AM - 
Elden'

































"Come  on in 
gang,  the tar's 







could  never think of exactly 




BACK PAIN RESEARCH', Palmer Cot  
lege of Chiropractic Wed  an 
nounces  rrrrrr ch project to in 
castigate treatments for low back 





 ...min/mons & 
treatment If you have had low 
hack pain for more than 6 months 
ei 
are 20 55 yrs old please call 
the 
college
 at 14081 244 8907 
est 7 
CELEBRATE THE REALITY
 of knowing 
Jesus Christ, Overcomere  meet 











Enhance personal & pro 
National  growth as 
volunteer  in 




Counseling  support sem 
ices. 








mono ttngual, all 
majors. grad 
& undergo. 
Epertence  from cler 
ocal 




We need you 
Neer  campus 
ICEF  PO Box 
952.




 Hospnal end 











Farm's  home 
tel
 
surgical  plan 









 costs of 
medical 




 Im . 














et the HOW 
office, 294 
8311 
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$640  will secrific lee 






dollar off my foot long sandwich 
with this ad 475 E San Carlos 
Expires 
3124/85  
990  SALE!! Buy 1 foot 
long and get 
second for 990 of 
equal  value 
Subway
 
Sandwsches.  475 E 
San
 
Carlos St with this ad in ex 
change Expires 3/24185  
76 MOPED. 184 orig miles, like new 
8400/1,0  
Call 224 1153.1152 
days or 259 6236 eves 
HELP WANTED 
AIRLINES HIRING $14 839.000' 
Stews,   re eeeee Noma,
 
Worldwide, Cell for guide direc 
tory newsletter 119161 944 
4444 x So San Jose 




to make good 
money 
Fisheries
 perks construc 
lion end much more, 1985 em 
ploymenl information
 pamphlet 
05 95 Alasco 
Boa 30752 
Seattle. We 98103 
CREATIVE. 
KNOWLEDGEABLE  TEA 
CHERS wanted to teach in grow 







benefits  Full. part & sub 
stitute positions
 available Must 
aloe
 
children  IL  have ECE untts 
Cell 246 2141 Sept. 
Clara  or 











940 4444 x 
CSU San Jose 
HEALTH CLUB 
INSTRUCTOR  part 
time 
Neutiluawl  
training  imp 
prel  South San 
Jose.  call Becky or 
Fred at 629 3333  
HEARST  CABLE 
TV hes 4 openings
 in 
the direct 
sales dept If you 
are 
looking for enjoyable 
end very 
profitable full 
time  employment, 
don't peas 
this  opportunity 
Every  
household  os  








 at 727 
8829.9  Cable 
HIDDEN 
VILLA.  Los 
Altos  Hills 
has
 
summer  job 




































around  school 
























































 in re 
toil credit 












company  like 
thts comes
 along P 
imple  by the 
thousonds
 ar getting




 from Ca 
work  
in
 two jobs 
made  $57.575 
in 3 











you ate concerned &boa your 
health care about others 
and  need 
to earn  super high oncome call 
for interview at 
275  9290 be 




 TIME JOBS, Vector Marketing 
Corp national firm has openings 
Start $7 25 flee hrs.work 
pr 
dub 
mg semester, ft dunng summer 
No exp nec professional dress 
reef d Good math & reading skills* 







PART TIME JOBS, Recreetiond
 Flee 
schacluies.54
 50 $5,11r Need to 
be  workstudy student Call 
today, 998
 4400 June  




 Jose area 
Salary plus flight 
benefits  Jrs 
seniors only respond to P 
0 Box 
8254 San Francisco 1nel San 
Francisco, Ca 94128 
SET YOUR OWN HOURS Make as 
much 
as you went, Call Ms 
Brooks at 984 
7199
  






mer Cell Greg at 283 2344  
SUMMER AQUATICS JOBS 
Milptts 





for  wrk 
8/19 thru 
8/17 Swim onstahlegrd 








SUMMER JOBS, Natrona! Park Co. 




inforrnemn send 85 to Park 
Report Mission Mon Co 651 




TOGO'. N 1st Sr is 
now  Ming Pan 
time 
lunch help flex Ms $4,11. 
Cell 287 4570 man hours from 
11 '2pm 
WANTED( SPERM DONORS All races 
Los Olivoe Women's Medical 
Clinic. 356 0431 
WNTD 
OUTREACH CO ORDINATOR 
working saelderly & handicapped 
Ref remain/4m Call 998 4457  
HOUSING  
STUDENTS,  STAFF 
FACULTY Need 
placer Hem space, SJSU Off 
Campus Housing Program 277 
3996 FREE services 
2 ROOMMATES WANTED to Mere 3 
hdr home 2 ml frrn  SJSU 
Rohs 
are
 dorm sire $255 1st 15 dap 
289 1286 eves 
288  8885 mess 
PERSONALS 
CHOICES Personatored  introductoon 
swam Free membership to 
women Hell price to men when 




FUN CARING UNWED Cetholic His 
panic Female 23 seek. unwed 




relationship I'm a senior & like 






 Ca 95109 
3134
 
SPRINGTIME SUMMERTIME. DESIGN 
time for the 
beech  dance Inter 
ester/ on 
meeting females who 
share these no,   Replies to 
Dead Wright 929 Inverness Way 
Sunnyvale, Ca 94087  
THE 
SUBSTITUTES  BAND 14 pm 
60's lowing
 surf. rhythm No blues 
pop
 Play for weddings
 parries 
functions. 
fretrunitles  & ...mines 






(San Joml OF 4/6 
87531/tante
 Coot  
WOULD 









I enjoy music 
vetv
 much 
will be interest. in 
orrnong  a ye, 
close 
relationship  Call 298 2308 
SERVICES 
AUTO 
INSURANCE LAWS require all
 
drivers carry liability ins Failure
 to 
do so could resuh in a suspended
 
license
 Cell now for ones We can 
insure anyone Manson Ins Again 
cy..Merk Chapman 249 1301  
BARE 17 ALL, Stop shaving 
'miring  
Mitering or using 
chemical  depth 
toms Let me 
permanently  remove 
Your
 unwanted haw Won 
bikini 
tummy moustache etc! 15 pet 
corn discount to swain.
 and I. 
kitty Call 


























 ALL this summer 
Permenent 




confidence  L look 
great, Free 
consultation 
Appoinumnts  io 










Center  et hwy 
101 & N 
Faroaks Ave 
Only  min 
um. away 
Reasonable
 cost CM 
today, 14081  












 °throng nonsexual the 
'manic







 elso available By 
appt 
only  Cell Janice 14081267 
2993 
FINANCIAL 
AID,  For all students We 
have 
00000  rched thousands 
of
 




research FO.10 OUF 
vast computer 
dat banks
 Sources of 
financial
 
Old are then matched




moon.  Result. 
ate  guar For 
free 
complete  I1110 write 
to Schol 












FRESH FLOWERS ON CAMPUS. Bou 
ousts  roses pledge dance 
cot 
sages & 
boutonnieres  Located at 
the Student Union open 11 30 
am 800 
prn every school day 
Brighten a friend's day with a rose 
62 Please order corsages 
116 50 
& up) & bouts
 1$31 ahead Wed 
dings toot Juke 984 8260 
HAVE YOU 
DONE your
 times yet In 
novenve Compute. Services ts 
now doing mcorne lax preparation, 
We offer a student 
discount  rater 
CM us at 292 
8461








landscaper  Services HI 
chide sod lawn ground COON 
sprinkler system
 tree cutting 
fence repair & 
genera  cleanups 
Low prices & bee estimates Call 









 that's tops 
Trust 
Tony
 296 2087 
$1














 $1 25 
$2 50/page
 You 



















































 up and 
delivery  

































 & ACCURACY are the key el 
ements for your perfect paper 
bp.cleli,eiolorebion APA MLA all 
thesos 11111101181 IBM 'electric II 
transcription sera.. fools  
Rep 
with SJSU students & faculty 10 
min horn campus Hrly rams 
10% &mount woh add Cell Jane 
at 251 5942 
ACADEMIC TYPING. Special studeno 
rates Complete word processing 
services 
on
 IBM PC Work guar 
roused
 and
 professooml 15 years 
moaner.. Call Cyndy et 255 
8423 
A 1 TYPIST at your service Proles 
1001181 typong/wordprocessing 
theses term papers resumes etc 
Experienced reliable Reasonble 
rates WISON Glen 
'Campbell
 Cell 
Karen.. 559 882819am 9pml 
CALL ASTRID WORD Processing lot 
student mows thesis mailing 
ksts resumes Wpm. arm Rea 
sonshle eccurat 282 2201 
CALI. LINDA tor profession& 
typing  
,word processong $1 50 page 
'double 
spaced 
pica  type)  Free 





Branham Lane Guar 
antead gunk return on ell papers 
Phone 264 4504 
DO YOU WANT it typed right Call 
Write/Type 972 9430 ask for 
Barham Editing 
compostoon  
typong Rates by page hour or job 
I teach 
Enghsh and em gled to help 
imago students 
EDITING/WORD 
PROCESSING  Assn 
tenca woth grammar punct say 
ten. anal on request Speciehre 
In 
term  papers,  r sssss ch projects 




major 15 as isirp Willow Glen 
arm Call Marcie 8 rim 8 pm No 
later pleasel 266 9448 
EXECUTYPE WD PROC SERV Pro 
lemon& guar error free 
Cour
 
10 tor Goon 12 Bold PS Greek 
Meth
 APA or yr choice Free 15 
day disk
 storage 
Pick up 6 
del 
avail 
Rees student rates at! dic 
274 4409 Barn 8prn 
EXPERIENCED 




menuscripts theses assert. 
nom resumes 
legal Professional 





s   Neat San Tomes 
Expwy & Monroe 
Santa Clara 
Cell Pew at 247 2681 or leave 
message 
INNOVATIVE
 COMPUTER SERVICES.. 
'ocated across Nom SJSU
 lot your 
convenience,






mailing  labels 
&11/11111SO  linters, Call user 291 
8461 for an mut, We ham Item 
low rates
 
& good servo. 
RENEE s 
RESUME  DESIGN & 
PAPER  
typong Dynamic personahred 
graphics and well 
orgenored  copy 
that will open 





day,  Think of tomtit 
row call t4081267 
6050  todey' 
IIBM Selectric & 





























 Idouble sp..d 
pica
 type!  















thesis papers marmots 
Saratoga area Cell 
Joan at 741 
5880 













































TERM  PAPERS, 



























 If no an 
stye, leave 
memage
 on recorder 







Glen wee Ca. 







specialmt  Nothing less than 
10 pages accepted Also do mail 






ence Joys at 264 
1029
 
WORD PROCESSING. I will type term 
wipers thesis resumes MO11.110 
Mbels 
Spelling corrected Wralore 
Glen area CM 
Bern.,




























 30 letters and spaces for each line) 
3 






































































































$ For _ _Lines  
SEND CHECK, 
MONEY  ORDER 















 londe 08112011 
Days 








































SJSU  became the 
first  California 
State 
University  school 
to initiate the 
use of braille 
automated teller 
ma-





 Ninth Street location
 for ATMs 
across
 from the Student 
Union Build-
ing. 
Susan  Downer, SJSU English lec-
turer, who is 
blind, demonstrated the 
use of the braille ATMs with inven-
tor, Margarine 
G. Beaman and rep-




 Federal looking 
on.  
"The fact that we're the first 
CSU school to install braille ATMs 
shows our commitment to providing 
services for our disabled students," 
said Marty B. Schutter,
 director of 
Disabled Student Services. 
Schulter credits Beaman, John 
Stipicevich, Associated Students di-
rector of non-traditional minority af-
fairs 
and  Arthur Clark, architectural 
coordinator, for working "together" 
to bring the braille ATMs to campus. 
Schuller said that he was grate-
ful to Imperial Savings and S.F. Fed-
eral for installing braille ATMs 
on 
campus, but that he was disappointed 
the other two banks with ATMs on 
campus, Bank of the West and Bank 
of America, had not. 
Downer was pleased at the 
changes in the  system. 
"I usually take someone to the 
bank to help me with the ATMs," 
Downer said. "I don't have to any-
more." Downer said the new braille 
system allowed her more 
indepen-
dence. 
"When I overheard a blind man 
say that he could read braille but still 
was not independent, I decided some-
thing had to be done," Beaman said. 
She said though she knew little
 about 
computers and less about braille she 























































voted last week to write a 




 at the 








 to 40 
percent
 in favor 
of starting a 


















student  Erin 
O'Dougherty  
and others are 










supporting  the 
establishment  of a 
chapter 
here. Using 






 vote and the 
A.S. resolution, 
they 



















 to vote 
next 
weekend


































































 to direct 
their 
staff  to write 
an action item
















 Such an 
ac-
tion item would 
be voted on later
 by 


















80 E San 
CMos




0  8  2 
9 8  







give the blind more
 indepen-
dence. 
"There's braille ATMs all over 
the United 
States, Canada ( in French
 
and English languages)
 and we're 
planning to 
install
 them in South
 
America
 in Spanish," 




called  Austin Junior Woman's 
Federation, in 
Austin,  Texas, Bea-
man 
places braille systems in 
eleva-
tors, restaurants,
 hospitals, libraries 
and museums. 
"The student
 community is an 
important
 part of our 
banking  busi-
ness,"
 said Kathy 
Dowrick,  manager 
of S.F. Federal 
in
 San Jose. She said 
that she's an 
SJSU  graduate and 
un-
derstands the 
needs  for student serv-
ices on 
campus.  Dowrick said she dis-
cussed with





 some of 
the 25 
ATM  locations in 
San Jose. 
"It's the wave of the future," 
said Bob Daniels, 
manager  of Impe-
rial 
Savings
 in San Jose, "I think it 
will open up 
access
 to a new group of 
customers."
 Daniels said that bank-
ing, 
like  any other service, must pro-
vide 
for  the needs of the disabled. 
"We plan on installing voice acti-
vators at the ATM sight for deaf and 
blind students," Schuller said. Voice  
activators
 would allow students to 
use ATMs with voice commands, he 
said. 
Schuller said plans 
are  under 
way to install a door 
opener,
 a ramp 
and an elevator for disabled
 students 
at Wahlquist Library. Also, 
electric  
doors are planned in the men's gym 
and an elevator is now 
under  con-





from page 1 
semester. The new paint was a month 
old 
and Graybill said he assumed 
that it did not affect the fire, but that 
the older paint
 was more toxic. 
"We
 had a 
party 
Fridaj,-  he 





























 banner Sunday af-
ternoon. Aluch of the fraternity's posessions were destroyed. 
Sigma
 Nu to aid frat 
brothers
 
continued from page I 
up Sigma Nu residents
 when he re-
turned. 
Anderson, Johnson and 
Inter -
Fraternity 
Council Secretary Roger 
Thornton went 
to the Alpha Tau 
Omega house to see
 if there was any-
thing they could do.
 
"I took it upon 
myself  and other 
Sigma Nu people 
to help with the 
housing," Anderson said. "We have a 
really  good 
brotherhood." 





He added that two Sigma 
Nu
 
members brought clothes from their 
house in the morning to the ATO men 
who were in pajamas and underwear 
Anderson met with SJSU Presi-
dent Gail Fullerton, ATO alumni, 
Housing 
Director  Willie Brown, Delta 
Gamma sorority members and
 uni-
versity counselors at 7:30 a.m, for 
three to four hours in the Dining Com-
mons. 
"The Housing Office had offered 
for them to stay in the dormitories 
and provide meals for them for a 
week," Anderson said,
 "but we were 
more than happy to house them. 
"They really wanted 
them to 
move into a fraternity and keep them 
in the Greek system. We presented 
the ATO members with a proposal 
and they voted on it and accepted it 
unanimously." 
The Sigma Nu 
members received 
blankets and 
pillows  from the hous-
ing office. 
"They were sure upset,"
 Ander-
son said about the ATO men. "The 
had lost their
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 9-6 PM 
I 
 
fire and the stuff saved 
was very 
little compared to what's 
was in the 
house."
 
Anderson  said it take a "group 
effort" to deal 
with  the tragedy. 
"What affects them ( ATO mem-
bers) affects 
us too," he said. 
the house residents 
had gone huitie 
Saturday
 evening. Others 
remained  
to 
study. Graybill said he came 
home 
from 
work  at about 12:30 a.m. Before
 
going to bed he heard noise from 
the 
television  and Delta Gamma 
mem-
ber, Lori Potter,
 and ATO room-
mates,  Robert Mercado
 and Kevin 
Jundt, 






a.m. Graybill and 
others 
were 
awakened  by resident,
 Steve 
Acampora, who 
warned them about 
the fire. All those inside 
the  house 
managed to 
escape,
 except Potter. 
"She
 was very close to a 
lot of us 
over at ATO," 
Graybill said. "We're 
sorry it happened. We don't
 know for 
sure what happened.
 My guess, and 
that's  just my guess, is 
that the 
smoke just got her." 
Don Ryan, director




Council  adviser, said he 
was  shocked 
to 
hear  the news of the 
fire
 and of Pot-
ter's death. 
"It 
was very tragic," he 
said. 
"My sympathy
 is directed to 
all  the 
members of the
 fraternity and espe-






officials  in the 
Dining  
Commons to decide
 what the ATO 
members were going 
to do. 




 he discussed with 




offer for them to 
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he said. "A 




 the facts." 
Richard








 for its im-
mediate 
response  to the 
fire. He said 
police officers 
followed  a plan 
devel-
oped 
for  crisis 
situations






Matthew 23  
Religion is the 
worst  thing ever to happen to the world Hebrews 
4:12  . 
All religious
 people are filled with legalism, morality, 
hypocrisy and self -righ-
teousness. They have rejected 
Christ
 the only Savior. John 14:6, Acts 4:12. 
Religion  rejects and is antagonistic to the study of 
the  Bible. The rituals of 
all religions and all 
denominations  are counterfeit and meaningless without the 
study of Bible truths. // Timothy 2:15. The rituals in churches, temples, mos-
ques, synagogues and any public building within them or 
outside them are sa-
tanically -induced. Satan counterfeits the communion 
table 
(/
 Cor. 10:20, 21), 
the last all-out attack on 
believers
 in the last days. Roy. 22:12, 13. The only 
holy place 
available in this age is the believer's body. I Cos. 6:19. 
If 
you are 
prejudiced or antagonistic to this 
ad.  you
 are
 already a religious 
person and you need a personal Savior. John 3:36. However, if you are a born-
again saved Christian and are still 
antagonistic  and prejudiced to this article, 
you are not living your life by Grace and the answer for you is to study the Bible 
in the assembly of believers with a pastor teacher face to face. // Timothy 
3:16, 17. 
Christianity is 
not  a religion or a 
denomination.  It is a 
personal  
relationship with Jesus 
Christ, a life lived by 
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 for such 
technological  
firsts  as 
RAM  s (Random 
Access 






















 people and a 
company 
philosophy  that 
inspires  and 
rewards 
excellence.  
We know you 
ve worked 
hard
 to make 
yourself  the best 
you can be 
So
 have we 
You
 deserve 
nothing  less 
than
 the best 
We accept 
nothing  less 
than
 the best 
We 
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Margaret Connor delves 





Mary Green focuses 
on
 comedienne Diane Nichols' 
approach to female -male relationships. 
5 Battered women 
Liz Lynott shows women




Alcoholism  and drug abuse 





Phil Loomis discusses 
the  history and goals of the 
Gay and Lesbian
 Alliance on campus.
 
8 
The  chancellor 
J. G. Griswold catches 
Ann Reynolds for 
a 10 -minute 
car -phone 






Carroll  and 
photographers
 Julie Tran 
china 
and Steve
 Alden spend 







































takes  us 
into  the 



















































































































































































woman's  place" 
and  has 
opened to 





besides  the 
wife/mother
 role. 
Betty  Freiden 
points  out in 
her book, 
"The  Feminine 
Mystique," 
that
 during the late 
'SOs 
many  women lost 
any  
sense of identity because they 
were 
socially  conditioned that 
the only  way 
to be truly 
feminine was to boa wife and 
mother. 
. they thought they did not 
have to choose, to look into the 
future and plan what they 
wanted to do with their lives. 





husband,  the 
babies,  
the new house 
decided what the 
rest of their
 lives 
would  be. 
They slid 
easily  into their 
sexual
 role as 
women  before 
they
 knew 



















































































































































 and problem, 
than ever before. 
In "Women
 in '85," we 
want
 to bring you 
into  the lives 
of some of the
 women at 
SJSU  
who










to introduce you to some of 
the 
problems women fight today 
and what kinds of services 
SJSU and San Jose have 
available  to help them cope 
with new conflicts. 
Society has 
just  begun to 
face 
these conflicts. 
It has only 
been in the 
past
 four years that 
battered  women have 
been  able 
to talk about
 their lives and 
get  





















































































































































































































































relationships  in the '80s 
appears
 to be fewer games
 and a 
business -like 
approach  to 
love.
 
If you judge 












 well as the 
proliferation
 




 of running 
and/or  
placing
 an ad, 
finding  a 
mate  in-
volves few of 
the  pretensions ear-
lier
 associated 
with  catching a 
mate.  Computer 























































 there are 
the "red 
hot 




















live articulate lady with a keen 
mind to soar with his in an honest 
companionship." 
And women 
waiting for Prince 
Charming also 
abound,
 such as a "vivacious, 
playful,  White Female (WF ) who 
likes to travel and wants
 a male se-
cure enough to tolerate her 13 -
year -old" or a 
"slender,  complex, 
redheaded
 lioness who's looking 
for someone who is not 
average  or 
conventional." 
The clincher 
is that people who 
run these
 operations take them 
very seriously. So do their patrons. 





 Kaye runs 
a dating 
service
 in Palo 














 her to 
make
 a profit










and  don't 
want to 
waste




people  to he 
honest 
with  her 
about their 
expectations.  Out of 
eight 
years  of business, six 
matches made 
through  her service 
have resulted in marriage. 
In addition to clubs and ads, 
self-help books encourage women, 
especially, to approach love as 
they
 would a business 
venture   
lots of research,
 goal -setting, in-
terviewing
 and even business 




 to be 
less game
 playing




are  as 
many
 







 A recent 









 in a 



















































































 girlfriend felt 
impelled to 
tell
 him. Other friends, 
both male 
and female, agreed 
about not
 wanting to share every-
thing 
with
 a lover. 
Why  this discrepancy between 






with  men and tells me 
about the time 
when men and 
women were nothing
 more than 
dates 
and potential marriage part-
ners. Although
 we've come a long 
way 
in terms of honesty in 
friendships 
between  the opposite 






a lot of 
women 











 or to 




(Kelly McGinnis) is an 
Amish 




 values. John Book 
(Harrison Ford) is a Philadelphia 
policeman who
 lives by 
violence.  
The two
 fall in love. 
Each  is willing 
to 
give




themselves  in 
order
 to make the
 
relationship  work.
 In the end, how-
ever, they 
realize
 love won't 
con-
quer all their differences.
 
This 
movie  reflects a modern 
look at love. Movies from the '50s 
would have had the couple riding 















 they still 
dance 
and 















































 Room 230 
San Jose,












Comedienne  Diane  Nichols performs 






style of comedy, 
which  pokes fun at the  idi- 
at 
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and  laugh at 
quirks in their 
lifestyles. 






 a hard 
time laughing
 at Nichols' jokes.
 
Nichols




women  at a show recently 
insisted  on talking to Nichols. The 
management told them 
they would 
have to wait for 
a break before 
they could see her. During the 
break the women were nowhere to 
be
 found. Before Nichols could find 
them  she had to go back on stage. 
"The women came back 
once
 
again," Nichols said, "and rudely 
requested that I come out and 
see  
them while I was 
performing."  
"It was 




"They  thought I 
was  putting 
women down. They
 were irate that 
I was not giving
 the feminist 
line." 
Nichols
 did not 
apologize  to the 
women,
 she merely
 pointed out 
the 
































































have  a 












































































































 "But it 
doesn't 
bother the 







riously,  just 




 has been 
inbred in Nichols. 
"My 
mother  was 
the  Lucy Ri-
cardo of the 
neighborhood  wom-
en's club. And my 
grandfather was 
a writer
-performer  in the old coun-
try (Poland)," she said. 
While many
 people fear speak-
ing publicly, Nichols said she has 
never felt  uncomfortable
 in a pub-
lic role. 
"Everybody is frightened of 
different things. My fear is in the 
area of athletics," she said. 
"Comedy is the nicest thing I 
could think of to do, other than 
walking a wire without a net," 
she 
said, "I consider myself as walk-
ing the verbal
 wire without a net." 
Nichols














one,  and 
because  









































































































































































































































 is battered every 
15 
seconds.  
However  startling, this is true.
 
The actual 
incidence  of abused 
women is 
ten  times higher than re-
ported, making it the greatest 
under -reported
 crime in the 




 the past ten years the 
problem of battered wives has 
been  recognized and organizations 
are 






its doors four years 
ago in San Jose 
for abused women 
and their children.
 It is a non-
profit center 
which  provides bat-
tered women alternatives
 to their 






receives  55 percent of 
its 
funding from city,
 county and 
state
 government sources, 29 
per-
cent from 




 is raised 
through 





 to Lura 
Halbert,  
legal  resource 
counselor for 
WOMA, 















addition,  a 



















WOMA  offers 
a 24-hour 






advice  or 
just 





 at SJSU 
of-
fers 
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abuse  in 
the 
family  












Bed," opened up discussions of the 
problem making the public more 
aware of the problem, and more 
willing to deal with it. 
"Many times abused women 
have grown up in families where 
they were abused as children or 
their mothers were abused and 
they don't know any different," 
she said. "By discussing the prob-
lem many women now realize that 
abuse is not how it's supposed to 
She said that a common de-
nominator in 99 percent of the 
cases coming into WOMA is drug 
or alcohol 
abuse by one, or both, of 
the individuals involved. Although 
the 
facilities  are 
open
 to all 
women, 
there  is one 
exception.  
They will 
not  allow a 
woman  in 
who is under






 a child is 
being 




 said. As 
far  as abuse of 
the  
mother,  it is up 
to












 A lot 
of women do 







these  binds are 
very 
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 any better. 
In fact, with the
 
growing  availability
 of drugs such 
as 
cocaine  and heroin,
 the problem 
is on the increase. 




 help in 





Counselors  are also 
taking 
preventive 
measures  by 
attempt-
ing to increase knowledge
 of alco-
hol and drug 
abuse in the area. 
Many 
alcohol  and drug 
abus-
ers receive help
 in individual coun-










 women are 
commonly  mul-
tiple drug









one  drug, she 
said.  
According
 to Jill 
Steinberg,  










groups  which 
are  held 
at
 SJSU 
"Often  in my 
groups,  like my 
eating 
disorder or 




 of drug 
or al-
cohol 
















 appears to be a need 
For
 certain 
groups,  SJSU attempts 
to form one, said 
Kathleen Wall, 
director of counseling services. 
Last
 semester, she said, there 
was  
a group 





































































 that she believes a 
major problem is 
that  there is a lot 
of 
alcohol
 consumption on 
campus,  
even
 if it doesn't lead to alcohol-
ism. 
"There is 
more of a problem in 
drinking than 
in alcoholism per 
se," she said. 
"A lot of times 
people make 
jokes,"
 Wall said. 
"It's  sort of 
ex-
pected in 






 needed  is a 
knowl-
edge of 









 to increase the knowl-
edge about alcoholism and drug 
abuse, Steinberg is laying the 
ground work for the 
forming of a 




 faculty, counseling 
staff, and 
students who would cre-
ate prevention and awareness pro-
grams. 
Given that 
programs  die de-
veloped, 
Steinberg  said that they 
would request a grant to pay for 
them. She eventually plans to 
apply for a grant or establish a 
task force to help initiate such a 
program. 
If a service is not available at 
the counseling services, the coun-
selors will 
provide
 information on 
a treatment 
source  in the area. 
For example,
 the family serv-
ices 
on
 campus offer a program 
called Las Camardes.
 O'Connor 
Hospital in San 
Jose  and El Cam-
ino Hospital, in 
Mountain  View, 
also offer drug 
and  alcohol abuse 
programs. 
The Care Unit at 
the 




Street offers an 
extensive  pro-
gram, which
























she  said. "A 













gram,  not 
just
 at the 









person  is 
considered  
best 
























































































Homosexuality  is a very 
per-
sonal  subject. Though 
many peo-
ple today are 
admittedly  homosex-
ual, there are
 countless others who 
remain
 "in the closet," playing
 the 
role 
of a "straight" to 




were  they to come out. 
Admitting  their sexuality to 
others can cause 
homosexuals
 
great mental anguish 
if they are 
rejected or shunned by family and 
friends. The process of "coming 
out" could isolate them from other 
people. 
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance 
at SJSU, is a campus 
organization 
designed to help these individuals 
and to organize the homosexual 
community.
 
Wiggsy Sivertsen. faculty ad-
viser for the group, says that 
GALA's 
primary  function is "to 
provide a place for gay 
and lesbian 
students to meet and be together: 
to support each other and to find 
out about
 issues and what's going 
on in 






from 20 to 
40 people 
active
 in the 























 one of the 







 1983, says 
that a 
major goal of GALA 
is
 to make it 
more accessible 
to the students. 
"We want to make 
it more 
mainstream,




 Smith, co-president of 
the 
group,
 explains that the group 
would  like to "educate the SJSU
 
community and ourselves. 
We 
want to offer a safe environment 
for people to come where they 
won't feel threatened. We would 




Another immediate goal of the 
organization is to respond to SJSU 
President Gail Fullerton's hand-
ling of discrimination by the ROTC 
program. According to Sivertsen. 
Fullerton is "hiding behind the 
skirts of 












says.  "They 
have
 classes (on 
cam-
pus) where they




















































































































































relationships and not 
gays. 







 homosexuality is an 
illness or a 
disturbance,  even 
some 
of the 
psychology  professors, 
and  
they 






overcome  the added 
pressures of 
cultural





 In our so-
ciety 
women  are supposed 
to be 
wives and











 on campus as in the com-
munity,"
 she explains. 
"Basically  
there
 is a fair amount of prejudice,
 
a kind of male attitude that if 
women  aren't interested in men, 
there 
must be something 
wrong 
with them.
 But they are women, so 
they face 
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Distinguished speakers and 
artists include 
poet  Wendell 
Berry, Dancer AI Huang 
Jungian therapist Edward C. 
Whitmont. Performance by 
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By J. G. Griswold 
She may have commitments to the California 
State 
University system, but Chancellor W. Ann 
Reynolds says she 
doesn't  forget her obligations to 
her
 family. 
Reynolds is married and has a son, 13, and a 
daughter, 17. 
Although her work schedule can be demand-
ing, Reynolds said time is allotted for her children. 
She makes certain to see her children perform or 
participate in school activities. Recently she took a 
red -eye flight back East in order to see her son per-
form in band concert. 
"I do 
things like that so I can attend their 
events," she said. 
The days can be long for the top CSU admins-
trator who has held the position of chancellor for 
more than three years. 
"Any woman who has children and who works 
is working terribly hard," 
Reynolds said. "I think I 
am no different from every other woman who has 




"I've bought a great deal of 
groceries after midnight at all 
night grocery 
stores,"  said 
Reynolds.
 
Besides being chancellor, 
Reynolds can list several other 
accomplishments.  She is a 




 in 1962, com-
pleted her doctorate in zoology. 
Reynolds has been a higher 
education administrator since 
1977 when she was named asso-
ciate vice chancellor for 
re-
search and dean 
of the grad-
uate college at the 
University of 
Illinois  Medical Center. 
As a child, her parents en-




Reynolds  said. 
"Most  of the 
male  colleagues
 who I 
have 
worked
 with and 
who  are good 
adminstra  - 
tors, researchers
 or teachers 
have  had to 
work
 as 
hard as! have. 
"There 
are people in 
my profession
 who do not 
work as hard as I 
do. There are 
probably  some who 
work harder than I do." 
She said it 
doesn't matter 
whether  someone is 
a male or female  
"both need to work
 hard if they 
want to be successful." 
"For
 many years, when I 
was  teaching and 
doing research,
 my colleagues were 
also  very suc-
cessful doing 
teaching
 and doing research.
 They 
also worked 
very  hardas well," she said. 
"The additional
 thing that the a woman 
has is 
the home 
responsibility," Reynolds said. "If you 
consider net
 hours per week, women are always 
working 
harder."  
However, she said sho could not judge what ad-
vantages and 
disadvantages  she has experienced 
as a woman 
chancellor.  
"I don't look at things that way," she said. "I 
just look at the work needed to 
'I think when some 
people first meet 
me they
 are . . .not 
used to working 
with 
a woman, but 







 Ann Reynolds 
ter to pursue their ambitions. Ultimately, after 
years of wanting to 
become  a veternarian. Rey-
nolds followed the
 same career path as both of her 
parents and became a professor. Her father was in 
academic adminstration and her 
mother  was a 
teacher. 
"They were always most encouraging
 if I or 
my sister 
would  indicate any interest in any 
career  
at all," she said. "They would take us to where it 
was 
being  performed." 
She said it 
is difficult to judge whether she
 had 
to work harder 
than a man to get to her 
position. 
Her motto may 
be




 around at our 
(CSU
 male or fe-
male) 
presidents,  they are very 
hard-working,"  
she said. 
"There are many people 
who work terribly 
hard
 all their lives, They are
 just hard workers. 
There are other people 
who  lazed off all the time," 





a 19 -campus system can
 
make some people
 uneasy at 
first. 
"I 
think  when some 
people 
first meet me 
they  are sur-
prised, or 




woman,  but 
after the 
first 30 minutes! think
 that feel-
ing generally 
goes away," she 
said. 
This 
reaction  to her 
gender  
happens
 so much that 
she 
doesn't even




who want to 
fol-
low in her 
successful  footsteps.
 
she advises young women to take 
math
 courses. 
She said women 
currently
 lack the same math 
skills that successful men have. 
"Sociologically,  girls are 
embarrassed
 if they 
are 
good in math or science. 
They
 tend to take 
themselves  out of math and 
science courses in high 
school," she said. "When
 that happens, by the time 
they get to college,
 they really don't 
have
 the op-










 believes parents should stress to 
their daughters 
the importance of being a aggres-
sive and going after 
opportunities.  She believes 
this is the key to becoming a successful individual: 
"It's very important to 
indicate  to young 
women that there are a wide variety of opportuni-
ties available to them. They
 need to think 
about 
them all 























By Chuck Carroll 
You  don't become the president of a 
large  
university if you're timid about taking risks. 
Especially if you're a woman.
 SJSU President 
Gail Fullerton agrees. 
"I think the 




greater  than any 
that anyone 






 women may have to 
take  some 
chances in order to 
succeed.  
"I think you have to be 
willing  to take risks, 
and very often, the
 way we were raised as girls we 
were 
taught not to be risk 
takers,"  Fullerton said.
 
"When you're 
moving through your 
career, you 
must be 
willing to take a 




 take that new 
job,
 launch a new 
career, or 
move
 to a new part 
of the country. 
















 of the 
university,
 
which  was in 
1978, I had a 
sense that 
no
 one had a 
clear picture
 in their 




ought  to be 
like,  and that
 
meant I 
was free to 
carve  it out 
as










about  five 





 a picture 
in their 
heads  of 
what a 
graduate  











smoked  a 
large  pipe 
and 

























 "I have 
always  







 to be 
able
 to 
structure  a 
role to 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































life as a mother if her children
 were still small. 
"But both my son and daughter have
 long 
since  grown and gone on their own, and that's not 






for dinner, that's 
fine. When I'm gone.! let him 
know. So there's really not much family 
life in a 
job that as often as not 













 a career, she




 on her time
 as her 
mother  had. 
"My first 
thought  was 




 and then 
I realized she
 was 
just  saying 
she doesn't
 want to 










women  in the 
past 20 









































































































































































































































































left)  is 
routine
 in 
























 staff photographs 












 5, 1985 
Virginia 
O'Reilly', 





 who are returning
 
to 
school. One of the main 
goals of the program is to 
insure that schooling AA ill 
meet the personal and 
professional goals of re-
entry 
students.  The program
 
was established twelve 
years ago to meet a new 
wave of 
students returning 
to school who had 
dropped  
out 























 of the 



























































































































 who had 







times  were 
divorced 













































said.  "And it 
has  become a 
major 
social
 move in our
 time for 
women  
 not
 to stay home 






























































REAP helps older 




has  become a 
model for other re-entry programs 
in the state, O'Reilly said. Other
 
colleges were  facing the same is-
sues as SJSU and a mold of stu-
dents were coming back to school 
with different needs than continu-
ing students. 
"We see a lot of people who 
dropped out during the 60s and 70s 
because school just wasn't rele-  
vant," she said. "They didn't think 
they needed it. And now they are 
finding that they really want to go 
back in 
order to learn all the 
things, and sort of pick up what 
they missed." 
Though  REAP was originally 
established as part of Students 
Programs and Services, it was 
moved to Counseling Services in 
November. 
The REAP staff is helped by 
counselors interested in working 
with support groups of older stu-
dents. REAP also operates with 
the Career Center in getting older 





 does not 




"It's  very 
nice to 














































































 how what 
they 




in with what kind of programs
 
San Jose 





who are interested in continuing 
education
 programs and disqual-
ified students
 who want to get back 
in the school  
help people clarify 
what they 
want  
"And we do a lot of 
listening, 
pointing
 out some alternatives that 
we see that the students might not 
have thought of, and interpret 
things like the 
G.E. require-
ments." 
With  the transitional 
job  mar-











were  doing and 
they  needed 
more 




"It suddenly became all right 
to change fields," O'Reilly said. 
"For a long time people had this 
myth that you just decided what 
you wanted to do when you were in 
high school and college and you 
did 
it forever. 
"People realize that 
you are 
not a failure if you decide that you 
have been a school teacher for ten 




In 1974, O'Reilly started ca-
reer workshops with 
teams  of 





70s there were too 
many teachers and not enough 
children. We gave workshops for 
eight years and they were 
very
 
successful. People thought it was a 
great 
help  for 
them," 




















what  they 
liked 
















































Admissions  and 
Records





























































































which  has a ci-
rulcation of 
about 4,500, among 
other things,
 points out important 
deadlines.  
"A lot 








"and  they 
don't get 
to
 see things like














newsletter  to be 
helpful." 
The Brown -Bag -Lunch 
Series 
is sponsored by REAP 
and  started 
last
 fall as a way for re-entry stu-
dents to 
meet  each other, feel 




 on campus. 
O'Reilly  started as assistant 
dean of women 
at SJSU 20 years 
ago.  With her 















 and once 
per-
formed as 





"Eleven years ago I married a 
man with four children and house 
in Los Gatos
 and all these things," 
she said. "I was working full time 
at the university and playing in the 
symphony. It never 
occurred  to 
me that I would
 not be able to con-
















and  I 




























































































































































































































































































because  I 
have 

























 hemmed in. I 
have  obligations 
that 





 important to me." 
Howe
 Volunteers 15 
hours a 




She  started volunteering 
through a field study class 
she  was 
taking at Mission 
College.  Helping 

















 of help there 
is, is from 
each 
other."











































and  Anna -Lee, 10. 







































































































































































































































Women  who wish 
to return to 
school
 after 















encouraged to today, Howe said. 
"Older
 women seem to be 
doing better," she said. 
"They 
come back 
because they want 
to. 
It's their decision,
 not their par-
ents and 
they
 want to prove
 some-
thing to themselves." 
"I 
thought
 I was 
too old to 
come back,"
 she said. 
"I thought I 
might 
be entering





















































"It  was like
 being 
thrown  into 
a den 
of lions 























come  back to 
school.  She 
said one
 of the reasons
 she waited 
was because 
of
 her husband. 
"He was skeptical of higher 
education," she said. 
"Most  people 
he knew who went 
to
 college were 
snobs
 and he didn't want me to be 
a snob. One day he said
 to me, 'go 
back.'
 
"We were separated for a 
while and he wanted me to get an 
education so if we stayed sepa-
rated I could get a job." 
Both  Howe and Dunaway at-
tended community college before 
coming to SJSU. Howe went
 to 
Mission College, San Jose 
for 
years 




 West. Valley and Foothill 
colleges.  
Coming back to school has 
made Howe 
happy to be out of 
the  
house. 
"I'm glad I'm not
 going crazy 
sitting 
at home," Howe said. 
"You  
can only dust 
so




 you feel 
more






out  of 
circulation  

























Women need a place to 
talk,
 study and develop 
an 
awareness  of women 
and  their 
issues.
 The SJSU 
Women's
 Cen-
ter is on campus 
to provide sup-





 center was established 
in 1972 as a 
supplemental  pro-









ADM 208, a 
small 10- by 12
-foot  
office. It 
has undergone many 











 Rap Night," 
when n n 
came to the 
center  for meetir s 
to talk about




and  women's issues. In 
1976, the 
center  housed a used 
clothing











counseling,  and a 
rape crisis hotline. 
The Women's 
Center  has 
four 
women acting as 
coordina-
tors
 of the group. 



















graduate  Social 
Science stu-
dent, serves 








 itself is 
small  
the group 
performs  a 
valuable  
function














information  and 
referral  to the 
whole commu-
nity, not just the 
SJSU campus, 
about  services 
that are avail-
able






 lack of 
space is 







more  room 
to be 








The center is  presently in 
quarters separate from the 
Women's Center library that is 
being housed 
temporarily in the 
department
 of Women's Studies 
annex 
( room DMH 240). 
The library consists of 
books for, by, and about 
women, 
Kaufman  said. 
"There are textbooks, re-
search papers, and periodicals 
all pertinent to women." she 
said. 
According to Diercksmeier 
and Kaufman,
 other university 
campuses offer women's center 
programs similar to SJSU's.
 
"The  lucky ones are funded 
enough to 
have
 full time staff 
positions while others are 
funded like ours through A.S.," 
Kaufman said. 
The number
 of women who 




"We usually have about 25-
30 women stop by and about the 
same number of people call the 
center each day," 
Diercksmeier said. 
The center is 
presently  
staffed from 8:30 to 11:30
 a.m. 
every Monday, Wednesday and 






 Center isn't 
the only place on campus for 
women to find counseling or 
support services. 
Counseling Services lo-
cated in ADM 223 offers women 
and men individual therapy, 
emergency counseling, and 
drop-in academic counseling. 
Jill Steinberg, Training Di-
rector for Counseling Services, 
said that basic counseling
 serv-
ices and 
communication  skills  
workshops
 for heterosexual and 
homosexual
 couples are spon-










referral  services to 
students who may 





































































enough  in 
my field,
 so I got 





















































































































































work as a 
reporter  for the 
newspaper
 where 





I was surprised when the 
manager 
told me he wanted me to 
work as an editor, not a reporter," 
Wilson -Alford said with excite-
ment. "I thought it was going to be 
one newspaper 
and it turned out to 
be seven." 
She had doubts about whether 
she could handle editing the news-
paper's seven metropolitan affil-
iates, but with encouragement 
from her husband and an Eta 
Phi 
Beta sorority sister, 
Wilson -Afford 
decided to take the 
job. 
Wilson -Afford,
 a sorority 
sis-
ter since 
1982:recently  won a 
state  





ica," and is now 








 of "Who's Who." 
Careers of some of the campus
 




child  counselor 




 the mother 
of an eight -
month -old girl, is 
now on leave 
from the 
Sun  Reporter and 
has the 
option to go back. 
When not caring 
for her 
daughter,
 she freelances and par-
ticipates in 
sorority  activities. 
"I found that 
it's
 better to go 
ahead and first have your children 
and then go 
back
 to work," she 
said. 
Wilson -Afford said she found 
her daughter to be more sickly and 
more introverted during a period 
of staying at a child care center. 
"When you work and put your 
baby in child care, you're sacrific-
ing 
something,
 she said. "I'd 
rather
 sacrifice my job than my 
child." 
Wilson-Alford's
 interest in 
children
 extends beyond her 
household to 
the sorority. Every 
year 
Eta Phi Beta sponsors a pic-
nic for troubled
 children from bro-
ken homes. 
The sorority is also concerned 
with 
minority
 high school 
and  col-
lege




programs  and 
guest panels 
to be confident in 
themselves 
and pursue a 
career. 
The 
scholastic aptitude of women
 
interests the sorority's 
25
 mem-
bers  the most. Eta Phi Beta re-
quires pledges to have at least a 2.5 
grade point average and 
sopho-
more standing. The sorority offers 
a 
scholarship  every 
year
 and tries 
to 
make black women
 more aware 
of the careers available 
to them. A 
majority of the members are SJSU 
graduates and have  jobs. 
Last year's president,
 Kim-
berly Bradford -Shoulders, an ad-
ministration of justice graduate 
of 
SJSU, 
worked as a "guardian 
angel" in San Francisco before 
marrying and
 moving to Spain to 
pursue a career using




college  education has defi-
nitely given black 
women better 
chances of getting jobs, Wilson -Al-
ford said. Employers and commu-
nity members are also attracted to 
resumes that indicate involvement 
in clubs and organizations, she 
said. Eta Phi
 Beta is now encour-
aging its members to expand their 
views by becoming more involved 
in outside groups and political in-
terests. 
Sorority members have shown 
interest in joining San Jose's Gar-





dresses various social and political 
issues, Wilson -Alford said. 
A close affiliate of the sorority 
is the National Council
 of Negro 
Women. 




 to pass legis-
lature in favor 
of women," she 
said. 
Locally, Eta Phi Beta is 
chiefly concerned with political is-
sues such as apartheid, Ethiopian 
poverty and comparable pay/e-
qual 
worth. 
"Often when women compete 
in male-dominated fields, men ex-
pect  women to be doing secretary
-
like work," Wilson -Alford 
said,  ex-
plaining part of the 
comparable -
worth problem. 
"They  end up 
doing work not 
officially  estab-
lished in their job 
and for less 












 do the job.

















said.  "They don't



























daughter  and 
we take 
turns  cooking 
and clean-
ing," 
she said. "In 


















































































































women in the 
community,
 to 

























































 later to her
 posi-





According  to 
Bronson. during 




was  never a "joiner." 
She ex-
plored various 
sororities  but de-
cided they weren't for 
her. 




 said with a sad 
laugh. "There was no time for 
fun." 
She  said she was disenchanted 
with sorority members who told 
her with
 arrogant looks that 
pledges needed 




















"I felt like! had kind of missed 
something,"












because  !grew up there." 
Sharon
 






 president of SJSU's 
chapter,
 



























Jose," Bronson said. 
Bronson
 is currently  










































































































































































 is not a top
 prior-
ity," 
Moore  said. 
Last semester 
Moore and her 
sorority 
sisters
 heard that 
many 
black students were 
dropping out 
of college.
 To encourage students 
to stay in school, the sorority spon-
sored a minority 
forum of success-
ful business people who had 
grad-
uated from college and had 
successful careers. 
Vicci Smith, an advertising 
transfer student from USF and for-
mer president of 
Zeta
 Phi Beta in 
San 
Francisco,  said she grew dis-
enchanted
 with college 
and took 
off some time 





sorority  family 
for her to 
re-
turn to college. 
To 
Smith,  Zeta 
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making  the issue
 an im-
portant 
















-choice"  advocates, 
which 
had not 
seen this potent a threat
 
before, have in turn made them-
selves more visible. 
Spokesmen for both sides 




Court  will either re-
verse the decision or limit its 
scope. 
Sandy Bowers, director of 
the Pregnancy Counseling Cen-
ter
 in San Jose believes the influ-
ence of a pro






 what will happen," 
she said, 



































































































































































































































and may retire. If 
Reagan does 
get the chance to 
appoint
 any 
justices,  he has expressed 
his 
commitment 
against  abortion as 
a 
strong one. Also,
 the New - 
Right,




 of the Republican 
platform 
last











vative  justices 
could
 swing the 




its mind or not, 
San Jose State 
University won't 
directly feel its 
effects according to 
Oscar  Bat-
tle, spokesman for 
the  on -cam-




Counseling offices do 
not per-





medically, these are your 
op-
tions," Battle said. 
If a 
woman  suspects she's 
pregnant, 
Health  Services 
will  
perform a 
pregnancy test. If the 
test is 
positive,
 Battle said, then 
the office will 
sit  down with her 
and go over 
her options. If she 
wants to 
keep  the child, Battle 
said the office 
will  aid in finding 
financial assistance.
 Battle also 
counsels
 patients of adoption
 
and 
abortion  possibilities. 
"Some  students 
don't
 know 
that there are 
alternatives,"
 he 
said. "We give them all
 the al-
ternatives,  but 
they
 have to 
make the decision." 
The number of 
women  who 
come to 
Health Services a 
is 
very small 
percentage  of the of-
fices business. The office 
sees 
about  200 patients a day, 
Battle  
estimated. Since the beginmg 
of 
the fall semester in late Au-
gust, he said there have only 
been 93 women
 who have Come-
to for pregnancy 
testing  and 
counseling.  
If or when the Supreme 
Court decides to deal 
with the 
abortion issue again 
no
 solution 
will satisfy everybody. A 
recent 
poll by Newsweek found that
 58 
percent of the population 
would 
support a ban on abortions ex-
cept in cases of rape, 
incest
 or 
danger to the mother's life. 
The battle of semantics 
which pits pro-choice proponents 
against pro-life opponents is em-
blematic of the entire contro-
versy engulfing abortions. By la-
beling themselves pro-choice. 
abortion  supporters  are 
trying
 to 
say that anti -abortionists are 
dictatorial.
 The pro -life label on 
the other hand portrays abortion
 
supporters as murderers. 
Both sides believe the Bill of 
Rights is on their side and both 
sides opinions are so divergent 
that the determination of when 
an embryo or fetus becomes 
human will 
always  be a judge-
ment call by 
irreconcilable  view-
points  
There  are several places in the 
San Jose area which offer preg-
nancy counseling: 
...SJSU






can  be made from 8 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. 
Monday  through Fri-
day at 
277-3329 or in the Health 
Building, 
room
 106. Health Serv-
ices also offers 
referral  services 
for 





Clinic, located at 
696 E. Santa 
Clara
 St. 
across from San Jose 
Hospital, 
provides pregnancy 
testing, counseling and abortion 







and Thursday, 9 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m., Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Friday, and 9 a.m. 
to
 12:30 p.m. 
Saturday on a walk-in basis. Call 
Sylvia Moreno at 287-4090 for an 
appointment. 
Family Planning Alterna-
tives, located at 2324 Montpelier 
Ave., San Jose and 505 
W. Olive 
Ave., Sunnyvale, provides test-
ing and counseling. Both offices 
are open from 8:30 a.m.  to 5 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. The 
San Jose office can be reached at 
272-5822; the Sunnyvale office at 
739-5151. 
...The Diocese of San Jose, a 
Roman Catholic organization, 
located at 7600 St. Joseph 
St., 
Los Altos, offers pregnancy
 
counseling.
 Call Jane Lucid, di-




tion Center. located at 5150 
Graves  Ave., San Jose, provides 
pregnancy testing, counseling 
and abortion facilities. Call 255-

















much  less one being sucked," in 
fetuses 
before  the 26th week. 
A former
 abortion supporter 
has been swayed, 
though. Ber-
nard Nathanson, a doctor and 
founder of the National
 Abortion 
Rights Action League 15 years 
ago, has since become an ad-
amant pro-lifer, however, and 
recently said he attributed the 





birth care in hospitals has in-
creased the viability to below the 
point the Court set. Fetuses have 
been born as early as the 24th 
week and survived. 
Another
 factor which will in-
fluence abortion is the changes 
the Supreme Court will 
probably
 
undergo during President Rea-
gan's second term, Three of the 
justices which voted
 in the ma-
jority are at 
least 75 years old 
Page 14 
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times when she 
wanted to be out 
with
 other chil-
dren. But she 
accepted
 her disabil-
ity early in life. She was
 often a 
victim of the cruelty of her 
play-
mates who often teased her about 
her disability which required her 
to use crutches and wear thick 
glasses. Most of the time she used 





 to play 
hopscotch 
on crutches
 so I 
could  play 





though,  she 
read













author  is 
Taylor  
Caldwell,


















 Delleck arrived at Sall 
she said she was used to a big cam-
pus and accomodations for wheel-
chairs were 
suitable.
 She began to 
concentrate on 
her studies and be-
fore she was able to get a degree 




 got a job at Four Phase Sys-
tems in Cupertino as a data entry 
clerk," said Delleck. But her job 
was eliminated after 14 months. 
"I tried to work as a file clerk 
but it 
didn't work out because the 
file cabinets were too high," she 
said. 
Eventually the job phased out 
and so did her marraige. 
"I tried to find work but em-
ployers seemed to doubt that I 
could handle 
the  physical end of 
the 
work,"  she said. Those em-
ployers who looked at her resume 
were encouraging on the phone but 
discouraging after they saw she 
was disabled. 
"Are you dependable and mo-
bile and do you have transporta-




"I want to get my degree and 
work in a job where 
I can counsel 
and work with people,"
 she said. 
Delleck hopes a degree in be-
havioral science will 
give her the 
skills to attain her
 goals. 
Lisa 




parents  realized she was
 deaf. 




 arts. She's also an 
accomplished jazz dancer, an 
award winning 
cheerleader  in high 
school, and a graphic artist. 
"My grandmother told my 
parents that there was something 
wrong with 
me,"  Inouye said. "At 
first they wouldn't believe my 















 a doctor, he said there was 
nothing wrong." 
A second
 opinion determined 
her 
to be almost totally deaf. 
Richard F. 
Capano,  associate 
professor of 
SJSU Speech and 
Hearing
 Center, said he worked 
with Inouye when she was an in-
fant in a pilot program for deaf 
children.  
"Lisa is an 
excellent lip 
reader, even at a very young age, 
she could read lips," said Capano. 
He said Inouye "achieved beauti-
fully" in what she trys and her par-
ents have 
given  her "great" sup-
port. 
"Her parents never missed a 
lesson,"
 he said. 
Inouye has been dancing since 
she was three-years -old and she 
was a cheer leader in Leigh High  
School
 in Campbell. Her lip 
read-
ing and
 writing skills enabled her 
to enter regular school programs. 
Sometimes people don't realize 
she's deaf because of her lip read-
ing skills. 
"One time I 
had to argue two
 
hours with 
some  guys to convince 
them that I was 
really  deaf," she 
said. Many people 
in
 high school 
didn't realize she was disabled. 
"There are some people
 who 
avoid me when they realize that I 
am deaf," 
she  said. 
"I was engaged
 to a hearing 
boyfriend for four years and I 
broke the engagement because of 
the conflicts between our two dif-
ferent worlds," said Inouye. 
She said her boyfriend did not 
understand her special needs like 
learning sign language and inter-
preting for friends. 
"He
 didn't want to get in-
volved in activities for the deaf or 
meet my 
deaf friends," she said. 
Inouye's 
expertise
 with sign 
language makes her a good model 
for demonstra- lions at events like 
Disabled Awareness Day, which 
was organized 
by SJSU Disabled 
Student
 Service to educate mains-
tream and disabled people about 
the world
 of disabled people. 
"Sometimes I have to use my 
hearing aids," said Inouye. "When 
I dance (jazz and tap) I can hear 
the strong  beat of the music with 
hearing aids." 
Most of the time
 she does rou-
tines
 by memorizing the rhythm 
and following the group. 










I have to 
keep  alert
 
and  drive extra careful." 
"I am in both (deaf and mains-
tream)  worlds," 
said 
Inouye.
 "Many  people do not think 
me a 
deaf person. They think I 
speak 
with an (Japanese) accent." 
She has always interacted 
with mainstream people and is 
very active in advancing aware-
ness 
of the needs of the deaf. One 
thing that she believes 
is that 
movie theaters, playhouses and 
television
 should have better serv-
ices for 




theaters  and 




other public events. 
Inouye





active  in 
school










Alicia Sera, an 
SJSU junior 
majoring in business 
manage-
ment, was 
14-years -old when a tra-
gic accident on 
a Wyoming high-
way killed her 
mother,
 brother and 
rendered her a 
quadriplegic  for 
life. 




before  the acci-
dent,"
 Sera said. 
Her 







































 a lot of 
fun." 
Just a few weeks before the ac-
cident she swam her best time. 
"I was very proud of that. 
"They sent a 
mental  therapist 
to my hospital room and I didn't 
want to talk to him," Sera said. 
She wanted to deal with the 
tra-
gedy in her 
own way. 
"My family was a great sup-
port. They never
 treated me any 
different." 
"I drive a van which is 
equiped
 with a Scott
 System, 
which 
was  invented by Charlie 




Scott  System is a com-
puter system 
that  allows disabled 
people in wheelchairs to get in and 
out  of vehicles and 
to drive with a 
push 
button  system. 
Even though the
 van allows 
her more independence Sera said 
she is concerned
 about buildings 
on campus without 
automatic 
doors. She cited the Business 
Tower  and the Student Union as 
places 
that
 are difficult  to enter 
when no one is 
around. 
"I want to 
run  my own child 
care  center," Sera said. 
She 
plans to use her business 
management skills 
to establish the 
business. Eventually she wants to 
meet a nice young man that will be 













Lisa Inouye, (above) was born 
deaf and has been dancing since 
she was three years old. A junior 
at SJSU. Inouye now dances 
jazz  
and tap. Alicia Sera (opposite 
page) uses her van, which is 
equipped to 
handle
 wheelchairs, to 
go to school. Sera is a 
quadriplegic. Sera and Mary Jane 
Delleck (left) talk in front
 of the 
Student
 Union. Delleck, a 
behavioral science major, has had 














By J. M. Andermatt
 
Women's




which is only 
one of about ten 
such 
programs in the 
country.  
Jane  Boyd, 
coordinator 
of 
women's studies, said 
that the di-
verse 





grams.  She said it 








 the early 70's. 
"As 
far as programs
 go, we're 
are one
 of the first
 in the nation.
 
We have 
led the way in 
recognizing  
the







recognize  the 
multiplicity  of 
wom-
en's  lives. 
Women's 
Studies  offers a 
minor and a 
master's
 degree, and 
a bachelor's 
degree is offered 
in 
social science 




minority  studies, cre-
ated because of an 
increase  in eth-
nic awareness 
in
 the late 60s,  




In the fall of 1971, New 
College,  
an alternative 
education  program 
sponsored by the 
University in the 
705. 
offered
 a few general educa-
tion 
courses  with women's 
em-
phasis. Students and 
instructors  of 
New College realized the need 
for 
a 




 the program at SJSU 
formally 
bagan  with 16 women's 
studies
 classes. An M.A. was of-
fered as an option in the Social Sci-
ence program. In 1973 the minor 
program was developed and in 
1976, 36 classes were offered 
in
 the 
program, an all-time high. 
In 1977, Dr. Carol P. Christ 
was hired as a the first full-time 
faculty member. She is a Yale 
graduate and internationally 
noted  
scholar on women. Boyd, who 
re-
ceived her master's degree from 
SJSU,  has been with the program 
since it's beginning. 
Today, over 100 students are
 
involved in the minor program and 
six students are working on their 
master's degrees, Twelve grad-
uate students are still actively
 in-
volved in the program. Only two 
men have ever received master's 
degrees from SJSU in the 
pro-
gram. 
Some of the classes
 offered fall 
under the category of general edu-
cation. The classes are open 
to all 
enrolled students. The courses are 
designed
 to study old and new re-
search 
about women and are 
taught 








Women  and the 
Spirit, 




 by Christ. 
Another  
new class offered 
this  semester is 
Feminist Thought, Social 
Science 
201 B, 








which  are 
regularly





tives  on Sex Roles, 
explores  what 
current 




Mothers  and Daughters, So-
cial
 Science 114, is an 
interdiscipli-
nary 
examination  of 
mothers'  and 
daughters'













Study  of 
Women,































This is in 
keeping 
with  Exec-

























































































































































 women and 
minorities  into 
their studies program. 
"The order 
does not imply that
 
traditional 
education  is wrong, it is 
only limited," Boyd said. 
"The classes deal
 with the fa-
miliar in an 
unfamiliar way. Our 
information is 
not the only right
 in-
formation,
 it is 
another
 way of 
looking at the 
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